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FOREWORD

This report examines the pertinent literature about subcolleges, summarizes their characteristics, and suggests
areas for further research. Nine such subcolleges arc described in terms of how they were initiated and what
programs are offered. These subcolleges were selected for their distinctive characteristics and innovations. They
range from schools that accept the parent institution's major educational assumptions but mollify its methods, to
schools that reject all traditional assumptions. The author, Jane Lichtman, is currently gathering data about free
university programs across the U.S.
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1

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The creation of experimental colleges or units within
universities or university systems is an inclusive response
to demands for educational reform. Designed to provide
an alternative method of educating undergraduates, these
"subcolleges" represent a much greater innovation than
the more popular changes in patterns of governancee.g.,
addition of an ombudsman or incorporation of "relevant"
curricular programs, such as black or women's studies.
Although such limited innovations are receiving greater
attention. literature on the innovative college units is on
the increase, as more and inure of these subcolleges appear
and expand their programs. In The Cluster College (1970),
Jerry Gaff examines the growth of subcolleges, the

reasons for their creation, and typical patterns of organi-
zation. Other chapters in this study are by Heist and
Bilorusky, Newcomb, Wofford, and Martin and Wilkinson,
who describe their work with various innovative collegiate
units.

Generally, however, the literature is confined to
descriptions of individual programs, most of which can be
divided into two types: (1) the innovative campus consist-
ing of a group of integrated, small, semiautonomous
colleges that are part of a large university system (e.g., the
University of California, Santa Cruz): and (2) the sub-
college located on its parent institution's campus, but
peripheral to its philosophy and programs (e.g., Bensalem,
a unit of Fordham University). In the first case, the state
university system provides for the establishment of a
branch campus under mandate to experiment with mass
education techniques. The new institution is composed of
independent colleges which share central administrative
facilities. In the second case, an older college or university
develops within its own structure a unit that will utilize a

small portion of the university's FCS012! 'es to experiment
with learning techniques, yet not wreck the total univer-
sity if the experiment fails.

The first part of this report will review the pertinent
literature about these subcolleges, summarize their
characteristics, and suggest areas for further research. The
second section will describe a number of specific institu-
tions in order that the reader may know what is presently
available within American higher education, ar.d what is
involved in being a ruticipant in or initiating an innova-
tive sobcollege. The institutions were selected for their
distinctive characteristics and innovations. They range
from schools which accept the parent institution's major
educational assumptions but modify its educational
methods (Jefferson House Program), to schools which
reject all traditional assumptions (Bensalem).

An Alternative

Recently, a multitude of evidence has been published
documenting the lack of options available to the public in
today's colleges and universities (Martin, 1968a; Hodgkin-
son, 1970). Viewed from an historical and international
perspective, American higher education is exceedingly
pluralistic. Despite this ostensible diversity, however, the
structure of American higher education reflects adherence
to a single model characterized by departmentalization,
professionalism, and specialization along traditional aca-
demic lines. Whether we look at 2-year colleges, 4-year
liberal arts institutions, universities or multiversities, the
trend remains constant: each strives to be a larger

"versity" (Marlin, 1968a). As a recent Carnegie Commis-
sion report notes, the great size of the whole educational
enterprise has been accomplished by increasing the nirm-
tier of students registered at existing public institutions
instead of increasing the number of public institutions
themselves. We have decided to build a 20-room house
rather than twenty houses of one room each"
(llodgkinson, 1970).

The new subcolleges, however, indicate a trend counter
to that of increasing size and specialization. Subcollegcs
are attempting to provide for the student a liberal arts
education it a smaller, more personalized environment
that will allow hint to prepare for the future in new ways
(sec Toftler's Futare Shock) and to perceive the effects of
an automated society (impersonality, mass conformity,
poverty, anonymity and resulting apathy) without
actually experiencing them in his own educational experi-
ence.

Common Characteristics

The literature on these subcollege: reflects their
common characteristics.

I. They arc small. Although she "smallness" is relative
(Gaff, 1970), the objective of limited size is to arouse
effective group loyalties (McHenry, 1964) and thereby
reduce the sense of impersonality within the ins.itution
and encourage student involvement in and responsibility
for their own education.

2. They offer alternative liberal arts (lirricola. Rather
than seeking to provide the ideal general education curric-
ulum, subcolleges often multiple curricula in the liberal
arts (Spurr, 1968). Curricular variations may be problem-
centered, three-tiered, or otherwise structured (Mat tin,
1968a). Subcolleges have gene beyond the academic disci-
plines by placing conventional disciplines within the



contest of larger areas of knowledge. social problems,
intellectual themes, important men, or historical periods;
by offering core curiiculai or try encouraging specializa-
tion, normally through courses offered by other colleges
of the university and independent study (Gan, 1970).

3. Their educational methods are flexible. Staheotteges
la Se initiated academic innovations that encourage inde-
pendent study, stuJentformed seminars, tutorials, partici-
pation in academic governance, closer student-faculty
working relations. and academic calendar variations (Mar-
lin, 1968a). They are also experimenting with new methods
of evalmit ion and make occasional use of outside examiners
and written descriptions of a student work in place ol let-
ter grades. As an alternative to the "credit-unit" system,
they arc varying the time length front the traditional 4
years. offering the "contract" system whereby a student
and faculty advisor determine what the student will accom-
plish, and offering credit for service c.-tivities such as field
work, the Peace Corps, apprenticeships and assistantships.

4. They are residential. Classrooms. faculty offices and
living arrangements as well as student living quarters are
often located in the same area.

S. They generally enjoy a s msid era,* measure of
autonomy Jr (tic sponsoring unirersity (Martin.
1968a). Ai the same tune. the educational change
generated by subcolleges are legifitnited by the fact that
they operate wider the aegis of established institutions.

6. They Wilke centra alministratife
those of the university. Tills involves sharing academic
facilities (libraries, laboratories). social and extracurricular
activities, student personnel services (health services,
psychological and vocational counseling. dormitory super-
vision, student discipline. and financial aid), and coopera-
ting in financial and administrative /natters by using the
central business, development, public relations and
records offices as well as maintenance and recruitment
facilities (Gaff, 19701

Research Findings

The creation of an experimental college on the campus
of a large multiversity.' encourages tlw development of an
atmosphere different from that of the parent school. The
success or failure of subcolleges iti ach' wing the objectives
fop which they are created is a subject Of ever increasing
inquiry,

Moboido/ogy. In order to asses Whether sushi-

colleges do indeed foster an environment that is different
r ceilain ways, most research studies compare a sample

of subcollege students to students attending the parent
University. However, throughout the ensuing discussion of
the characteristics of the new suhcolleges, it is important
to keep in mind one factor (the Hawthorne Effect
discussed by Trow, 1967) which may exaggerate the sig-
nificance of research results:

wlusll at the .arcs', of an "c.perimentar course ',related
the fact that it is a break in routine lihkh forces a higlier

level of inrap.ination and energy from the staff and e \cites it
in the student. Hie sheer innovatise eharacter of such an
"e poriment,- coupled ,ith its typically rich endournent
or resources by the almost ensures its success
independent of its purooseful content.

The problem of how to distinguish side effects from
designed irlfects may he answerable only after a longer
period of time has elapsed. Many experimental colleges
(Niiw College at Columbia, Black Mountain, Meiklejohn's
Experimental College at Wisconsin) have failed to last
beyond 7 years 1Watson, 1964). Watson and. Gaff (1970)
wonder whether these colleges can survive alter the initial
ideas and practices of their utopian founders have become
standard and the founders have left. Once new ideas are
accepted. it is difficult to in iintain a spirit of experimen-
tarion.

These arc some of the difficulties that innovative sub.
colleges created in the sixties ate encountering. They are
losing their devoted, intensely involved elite group of
participants, and must now filld a thean, to sustain a sense
of innovation and achieve desired objectives in the face of
a more sophisticated stiplyint population and well
established programs.

linhirilrig Students. hi ct .1113:3i ing entering students in
the innovative subcolleges with students who do not
choose to attend the subcoiicge, resealchers hire sought
to discover whether there is an element of self-selection
on the part of students wk.) choose to ent.n the innova-
tive unit.

There is evidence that students who choose to enter
tire experimental subcollegc have higher intellectual apti-
tudes and achievement than do those entering the parent
institutions (Gaff, Newcomb, Heist and Bilorusky, 1970:
Riesman, 1970). Hofstrals Ness' College ensures this by
admitting only the elite honor students of the University.
However. this is not always the case. Ilieshmen at Ray-
mond College a subeollege of the University of the
Pacific to which any student may apply, were found to
have higher College Entrcnce Examination Board aptitude
stores and were More likely to have gr,iduated in the top
10 percent of their class tha 1 other students at the College
of the Pacific (Gall. 1967). ;.:wen when efforts are made to
see that the students in an Innovative college repnisent a
cross-section of the unisrrsity (e.g.. the Residential
College at the University of Michigan, Newcomb's
studies). self-seleYtion by the honors students who pre
felled enrolling in the Resi lential College to the Honors
College leaves is without a control for the fact that enter-
ing students in the researched subcolleges have statistically
higher records of hitah syho,x1 achievement and aptitude.

Along with having !right?! 'aptitudes. subcorlege student
entrants are more concerned Oh ideas and snore intellee.
twiny oriented (Newcomb, Gall. Heist and Bilorusky,
1970. Olson, 1968 Marlin. 1969aI. They show greater



interest in flexible uses of intelligence and in esthetic areas
(Newcomb, Heist and Bilorusky, 1970), and are more aca-
demically, (arid less vocationally) oriented than both
nationwide samples of students and students who attend
their own parent university, (Heist and Bilorusky, 1970:
Newcomb, Gaff, Olson, 1968). Subcollege students are
much more likely than the control groups to emphasiie
development of critical thinking and a "broad general out
look" both at the beginning of and later in their college
career (Heist and Bilorusky, 1970). There is nn evidence,
however, that subcollege students arc either mare mature
or better socially adjusted at entrance (Heist and

Bilorusky, 1970; Newcomb.
Env/p.m/mem. Subcollege students consider their

college to he distinctive when compared to other parts of
their university (Hems% Martin and Wilkinson). This
uniqueness attracts students and faculty who are more
likely to he aware of and agree with the innovative
educational goals of the subcollege than are students
attending the regular university (Matti!' and Wilkinson,
1970). Subcollege students envision their ideal college as
experimental. whereas students in other units of the
university are likely to conceive of education in tradi-
tional terms (Martin iind Wilkinson, Heist and Bilorusky,
1970).

Students in the innovative subcolleges are also More
likely to consider the subcollege cnvironment Warns and
supportive. Although subcollege students do not expect
their new environment to he more or less intellectual than
the test of the college, they are more likely to expect
congeniality' and fairness in social and academic relations
(Newcomb). They are more likely to say that the

standards set by professors are not hard to achieve and
that the professors go out of their way to help them
(Gaff, 1967). At the University of Michigan, students in
the Residential College were more likely than students in
the regular College of Literature, Science and the Arts to
say that faculty members call students by their first name
and take an interest in their personal problems (New-
comb). At the Residential College, faculty members were
expected by the students to he friendly and fair, and to
set reasonable goals.

Students in innovative subcollegcs are less likely to
respond to questions concerning values with stereotyped
responses. They arc likely to approve of traits in profes-
sors such as "sets at ease," "encourages self-discovery,-
and "leads to independence rather than discipleship"
(Cassidy). After I year at the residential college at the
University of Michigan, Newcomb found a friendly,
cohesive, group-oriented campus at which the faculty-
student involvement was strongly supportive of intellec-
tual growth. Students were snore satisfied with faculty,
administration and other students than were control stu-
dents not at the Residential College. Shaw (1970) found
that senior students. after 4 yea's at Justin Morrill
College, perceived the atmosphere as one characieriied by
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"community" (sec also Newcomb: Gaff, 1970). Classroom
experiences were intimate and relaxed (Shaw, 1970: Guff.

Students continued to be socially involved and
active.

The third general characteristic of the suhcollege
environment is one of intellectual liveliness. Consistently
ire the studies cited, students perceived the colloge as
encouraging in tellectual pursuits and discouraging
collegiate group activities such as pep Tallies and "fun-
and-ga mes" events (Gaff, 1967).

Needed Research

Subcollege environments have been found to be

different from those of larger units with which they have
been compared, and, ire that sense, have attained one of
the objectives fur which they were created (Gaff, 1967).
However, as in rust 11CW areas of study ire which literature
is scarce, questions outnumber ;answers. This section will
indicate parts of this realm of vast uncertainty.

Stinlerth, If a 111alilled sample Were attained, would
students with equal ability fare better in the mare

personali/ed environment? Du incoming students know
that they need the environment of the subcollege
1968)? Do admissions officers identify the appromiate
students? What student characteristics are necessary lor
success in subcolleges? For graduation'? For niaximuml
learning? For dropping out of the subcollege'?

Pirezdty. What characteristics distinguish faculty of sub-
colleges from those nut in the subcolleges? What is the
response of the faculty to a "11101"i2 personal environ-
ment?" What is the optimiallt arrangement for the
A division of time between the huger unit and his own
department? A full-time, temporary appointment "on-
leave" from the parent college'! Primary' identification
with the subcollege? What are the implications for success
in his field'?

Fririronment. What are the necessary and sufficient
ingredients for an effective environment! For whore
How critical is student body site. specific curricular and
teaching innovations, relationship to the parent Mstitu-
tion? Can effective envirmiments he created for different
types of students? Are there differences IletWeeti sub
colleges at research oriented universities and those at
smaller. teaching orienteJ schools (Gaff. 1970)!

Costs. Is a immure personal environment inure expensive?

OrgwriNtin. What organisational structures are most
effective in protecting the cirricular prerogatives of sub
college faculty while maintaining a central administration,
responsibility and satisfaction. W1131 administrative strut:
tures yield a hal ince of power that does not stifle imple-
mentation of cooperative efforts or irmtwation?

Fraluati,ri. To which objectives sh.mlu evaluation be
directed'? If to learning, how is that measured? What has
been the impact of subcolleges on patent institutions? Are
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innovations confined to the one unit that is experimenting rest of the university? What is the effect of creating a new
or are they transferred from the experimental unit to the college on the other university stri:Aures (Keeley, 1969)?

U. NINE SUBCOLLEGES

The second part of this paper describes nine innovative
subcolleges, focusing on the distinctive elements and
creative innovations of each in order to give the reader
some idea of how much variation these institutions bring
to the mosaic of higher education.

University of the Pacific

The first illustration, that of the University of the
Pacific, is presented mainly because it represents a

historical break from tradition and is therefore one of the
pioneers of subsequent subcollege developments. As

narrated by Isleyer (1964), the circumstances in which the
College of the Pacific found itself in the late 1950s were
bleak. It was surrounded by en incredibly large complex
of publicly finaaced higher education. With its traditional
commitment to a small, religious and friendly campus
catering mainly to undergaduates, President Robert E.
Burns decided that the college could not compete with
the areas of strength in the vast system of higher educa-
tion in California, but instead could concentrate on main-
taining the virtues of the smallness and intimacy of the
small church-related school. His speech, delivered in 1959
al the College of the Pacific, now overshadows the
present, rapidly developing subcollege phonomenon:

Let is grow larger by grossing smaller, Let us develop
around the university a cluster of colleges v. .ch will retain
the values Al! cherish so much and, yet, will, at the same
lime, make it possible for us to accept some responsibility
for educating the increasing number of young people
sceking to enter the institutions of higher learning in Cali-
fornia. Let Ili follow the Osford and Cambriele sistern and
espand by establishiog small, interrelated ecOleges clustered
together to draw strength from each other and from the
University as a whole 11sleyer, 1964),

Since the characteristics of the :mw colleges at the l.lni'
versity of tire Pacific, which are described by Gaff (1967)
and Meyer (1964), are the same as those of most of the
subcolleges described, they are treated here in more ..r.gth
than in the rest of the descriptions. Each new college at
the University of the Pacific was: to he small with a maxi-
mum enrollment of 250 students; to have its own faculty
and chief administrative officer; to have a residential
arrangement for a living-learning community; to he part of
the University with the same board of regents and presi-
dent: to share essential services such as business, admis-
sions, records and the public relations and development
offices with the other colleges; to use ihe library, class-
room, laboratory, athletic and health service facilities on
the main campus.

Two years later,Ille first subcollege, Raymond Col!ege,
was opened. It emphasizes a general liberal arts education
in three divisions: the humanities, the social sciences, and
the natural sciences. Its "curriculum ind methodology
[aim] to confront the student with ways of thinking; the
meaning of personal identity, involvement and social
responsibility; and the necessity of hard thinking and
good judgments."

How well did Raymond College succeed? Jerry Gaff,
(1967) who has done the most extensive research on tirc
College, concluded:

IRaymondl ha, demonstrated that a liberating college
career can be as short as three years: that students can
be, ome oceply enpossed in studying only three courses at
once; that all students can benefit ey freedom from regular
courses and permission to pursue independent study: that
seminars can move the student.; and faculty our of their
stereotyped academia roles and lead them to honestly
think together; that there is a workable alternative to the
usual academic grading game; and that by bringing students
and faculty together in a living and learning environment
they can view each other more honestly' and more chari-
tably.

In addition to Raymond, there are presently, two other
subcolleges at the University of the Pacific, The first,
Elbert Covell, gives all lnstruetion in Spanish, striving to:
(I) train men and women as "inter - American specialists":
(2) give Latin American students fire opportunity for a
quality education in their own language; and !3l give stu-
dents from all the Americas the opportunity to live and to
study together (University of the Pacific
1968.70) The second, Callison College. has a curriculum
which emphasizes the history and culture of the
non- Western world. As part of its 4 -year curriculum, stu-
dents spend their sophomore year in residence on a

university- operated campus in an emerging non-Western
nation.

University of California. Santa Cruz

While the University of the Pacific established the first
plan for a series of subcolleges, the Santa Cruz campus of
the University of Califoinia is the most comprelicnsively
planned multiversity providing for the integration of resi-
dential, interdisciplinary subcolleges. In 1962, the Regents
of the University gave approval for a provisional academic
plan w41ch called for: (I) an initial emphasis on under-
graduate instruction; (2) early faculty strength in the
humanities and social sciences: (3) a series of under-
graduate residential colleges as the basic units for the
planning; arid (4) initial grouping of the faculty into three



divisions- humanities, sciences, and social sciences rather
than the conventional departments (Lamb, 1964).

With a forecasted student population of 27,500 stu-
dedts, Chancellor Dean McHenry decided that the Santa
Cruz campus of the University of California (UCSC)
would develop into a series of liberal arts colleges witn an
average of 600 students, most of whom would live at the
college. At its maximum, the Santa Cruz campus would
have twenty of these colleges. Different colleges would
have different provosts, faculties, student bodies, location,
architecture, facilities, traditions, conditions of growth,
and sizes.

Presently there are five of these colleges (VCR.'
1969 -70). Following the master plan closely, the first
three concentrate in the major areas of humanities, social
sciences, and natural sciences. The fourth focuses on prob-
lems of poverty in the United States and under-
development abroad. The fifth addresses the arts, the line
arts and the popular arts in the twentieth century. College
VI, to open in 1971. is concerned with the modern
sciences and their social context.

The Third College, University of California,
San Diego

Subsequent io UCSC, the California Master Plan called
for the parallel development of another equal sized cam-
pus of the University in San Diego (Alexander. 1963). Tilt
Third College illustrates the latitudes of posssit ii ties
when a campus is conceived as the parallel development of
innovative, autonomous, ye; cooperating colleges. As

stated in the /970-71 Genera' Catalg, the College places
primary emphasis on the cdufahun 01 minority groups
and the alleviation of contemporaly social problems.
Toward these anus, core onuses and interdepi rfinental
majors arc offered in the following owns: I ) "Science and
Technology" is intended to glee ;(Hilents insight into the
nature of science and its lelrraftre to ihen lives. (2)
"Urban, and Rural Development' intritilines students to
the dimensions of urban crises. I I hod World Studies"
acquaints students with non-Western cultures (a focus of
suhcorleges 21 hOth the University of the Pacific and
UCSC). (4) "Communications" helps students in the rifts
of expression. Majors differ from those offered by other
colleges by emphasizing "'application to contempormy,
social problems.' (General! ralog).

This academic plan was drafted by joint faculty-
student committees. The governance of the college is by
three elected students, two elected faculty menThers, and
the Plovost.

State University of New York, College at Old
Westbury

The master planning for the Stale University oil New
York's College at Old Westbury (SLINVCOW) follows in
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the footsteps of Santa Cruz as an innovative segment of a
state university system. However, subsequent develop-
ments have made the Santa Cruz campus a more stable
element in the University of California system than the
Old Westbury school in the SUNY system.

The 1966 Maslen- Plan definitely had a vision of the
new College at Old Westbury as an experimenting unit. It
stated that the College would (1) end the lockstep pace
by admitting qualifies] students without high school
diplomas and grant baccalaureate degrees without regard
to the length of time with the school: (2) admit students
to "full partnership" in the academic world; (3) use
contemporary technology to free faculty to concentrate
on a meaningful exchange with students, to do research.
and to create.

With these three guidelines and a staff of consultants
headed by its president, Harris Wofford, SUNYCOW
opened in 1963 with 87 students and 15 facuhy, It

offered a 4-year work-study curriculum focused on urban
problems. The College arranged for its students io live and
work in urban areas so they could understand the prob-
lems first-hand from the viewpoint of the people most
directly afflicted with them. in 1970, there were three
colleges: the Disciplines College, the Urban Studies
College, and the General Program for students who did
not yet wish to enter one of the constituent colleges. With
a heavy emphasis on independent study. seminars and
field work, evaluation of the strident is or a Pass/No
Credit basis. The Disciplines College adds another cate-
gory. Pass with Distinction (Stare University oj ,Vew.
Fork: College IT Old Wr.siburyS'iatement rtf ,-.1eadonie
Plans 1969-701

II is significant that each of the constituent colleg..s
was designed to be innovative; anu yet. each of these
collers was to have no rights of tenure:

In ealling tot the formation of one cot-1.1 itue nt college after
another ,ACT a number of years, and not giving unlimited
Irf to any one college oirrieutum. but rather esposine cad)
to i:ontinuir,g ,ritiekin and of- sr. the orportunit) for
nmovatton and reatisity wit! lw estended far beyond the
initial ptanoing. 1 Mough these "visions and revisions" Old
Westbury wilt wck to give education the ir»p;tu, and
invigoration of a eonlinuirg experiment (Srar, meat ,q` riot
Program, Srptember, 1958),

There has been store 1111111101CA literature en
SUNYCOW than on any other college included here. Most
of it is in the form of self-described "confessions" of its
President. Harris Wofford. This includes. for example. the
difficulties of defininLr the school's educational purpose
e.g., should the ifollepe be devoted to the bin of the
scholar and the contemplative community or should the
curriculum emphasize active involvement in real the and
the problems of minority' groups?) lire debate in the
March, 1969 issue of Change, "Pie College that Students
Helped Plan," indicates some of the problems in starting a
new school with few prescriptions ;Ind much to he
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developed "organically,- (Wofford's term). "The con-
frontation between 'hip students' and us 'up-tight neo-
classicists' has made it clear how difficult it will be to
make the tensions creativeto achieve the dialectic ilia',
goes beyond coofrontation."

With little definition of responsi, ities, the faculty
were also confused. One professor, Jay Neugeboren, says
he arrived hopeful that it would be possible to establish an
experimental college in the SUNY system (Nettyboren.
1970). However, he qui.. kly realized tl at:

It was-despite its ininiat,!'e size a college h.e ether
colleges; it was neither "rc,evant" nor "experimental"
(merely) another stop in the suburban shopping center,
one where students who did not ye to work for a ling
for expenses ,ould talk endl, shout the "right" to
choose and plan and has alt the vark ui of courses and
programs and education their minds could imagine.

Before Wofford left SUNYCOW for the presidency of
Bryn Mawr, his greatest difficulty seemed to be establish.
ing agreement for thc words "full partnership" of the
Master Plan (Wofford, 1970). To the students, it meant
one-man-one-vote; to Wofford it meant the encourage-
ment of three strong constituent bodies of studentc,
fai;ulty, and administration with separate powers and
responsibilities. Since Wofford left, SUNYCOW has been
unusually silent. The literatu,e on SUNYCOW, wrouglut
with confusion, disillusionment, and disappointment
contrasts with meagre reports from the universities
already mentioned which seem to be moving forward
steadily, if perhaps a bit more slowly than antieiprted,
toward predictions made for them in the early '60s,

Antioch College, Columbia

The creation of innovative campuses is not limited to
public higher education. A branch campus of Antioch
College in Ohio was opened in the new, developing town
of Columbia. Maryland in 1969. According to Judson
Jerome (1970), the college is intkrided to enable Antioch
College in Ohio to engage in continued experimentation
without upsetting the continuity of the main program
and, at the same time, to exert a certain pressure on the
home campus to innovate. The commitment to wurk-as-
study and to the wide participation of all elements of the
community in decisions has been transferred from tie
older campus to the new. According to Jerome (1970),
students are involved in the community: working with
young people setting-up centers for teen tkeetings and
discussions, providing the impetus for an alternate high
school, a draft counseling center, and attempting to
establish a radio communications network between the
different planned cities. All decisions are subject to com-
munity ratification. The three elected faculty and six
ntested students are sub;ect to immediate recall if their

decisions conflict airii the L:sites of the community. Stu-
dent curricular programs re Mdividualized; evalua-
tion is in thc for a is r,,ien letter of progress suii-
mitted by et.ch fir/Luffy ml er vith whom the student
works.

1.1ra college, Si.' !al dlege

The 'I) racoliqc, to . i siti.d tu be tot experi-
menting unit i 0 Ws; hut rath, r thin is,_ing
Sc; ira..ed from it f d nt campus by 500 miles, it is

locatid at St. Oi .1. ,11', '1 the St. Olaf College
Caraog, J970 -7I, racolleee aecepts the regular
objectives of St. Olurs. but it .ilso aims: (1) to be an
exnerimenriug unit to itbd I,.w or different means ft)
achieve the goa's a i1hcr.11 :fits education; (2) to
emphasize interdisLipliii ivy int] integrative studies; and
(3) to hive students ass .ins mo, responsibility for 'heir
own education.

In order to achicc Mese lijectives, the curriculetu is
threetiercd, requiring students to complete a 'ger eral
examination", a "comprehensive examination of the stu-
dent's knowledge in his major along with his knossill y in
non-Western studies and religion, and a "senior thesis."
There is a heavy emphasis on independent study
1970). Fos each of the areas on Cie yn'tral ex-n-ination,
the student is given a syllabus and has access to a tutor.
Lectures and discussion groups are held, but none are
rnanditory, The objective is to have tle- student assume
the responsibility for his own education by using the
resources available to him-- readir.gs, audits, and courses
which can help him to prepare for the examinatiens. Para-
college is planned for an eventual 500 students.

Jefferson House, Florida Presbyterian College

Jefferson House PLn of Florida Presbyterian College is
much smatter, planned for 60 students. Like the Para-
college, liewcver, the "first principle" of the Jefferson
House program i, We conviction that the basic educa-
tional philosophy and program of Florida Presbyterian
College is a sound .ne" ("A Letter to the Faculty front
the Fellows of Jefferson House"). However, at Jefferson
House, the standard curriculum furnishr a reference
point; the student must justify any major deviatio-, as a
potential improvement. Vhat is unusual about this pro-
gram is that its tentativeness is so explicity and succinctly
stated;

Jefferson House I:4, 'Med extensive autonomy in its
but there is no presu:Iption that it should continue

beyond th' five ) ear: of the initial experinwnt. :1, short o.
that time it becomes re,s,on.iuly apparent that it is not
functioning to the hest interests ni the students, it should
be terminated MA letter to the Faculty from the relies;
of Jefferson !louse.")
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It would be interesting to find out whether this "condi-
tion encourages or inhibits the willingness to innovate in
the Jefferson House.

Bensalem, Fordham University

Perhaps the college which is most different from its
parent institution is Bensalem, a college of Fordham Uni-
versity. Begun in 1967, it provides a residential experience
for the six faculty members acrd 60 students who live
there. In the articles and descriptions of Bensalem, there is
a heavy concern given to the pervasiveness and potency of
this residential experience, especially for the faculty mem-
bers (Jerome, 1970). When a faculty member can see
students five times a week, at certain hours, and then
leave them, he has some measure of control; when he has
to live with them, hear their rock music blaring at 3:00 in
the morning, and feel that he is "the had guy because
[he] is getting paid," it can become a pretty hostile place
(says Ken Freeman, Dean). Elizabeth Sewell, the first
Dean of Bensalem says:

If I had to characterize cur worst enemy during this lust
year of ours, I would say it was fear and r,istrust. Simply
by committing ourselves to Bensalem and what it implied,
we had moved out of the tidy delimited ordere,.
world ... we had lived in for most of our lives."

But 3 years later, Bensalem is still in very much the
same form that it was in 1967.1t has nc fixed curriculum,
no credit system, and no grades. All decisions are made
either democratically on a one-man-one-vote basis or by
concensus, including such areas as faculty evaluation and
hiring, admissions, and budget allocations ("Bensalem
CollegeA Description"). The ()illy expectation of the
student is that he maintain a cumulative log of what he is
doing, which is actually Iris traneoript:

Minimally, if a student signed a slip of paper which said "I
went to Bensalem for three oars," and a faculty member
signed it saying, "Joe Doaks went to Bensalem for three
)ears," the student would be awarded the degree. In spirit,
however ... there is recognition that the degree requires a
continuinli relationship between student and faculty,
symbolized by a growing transcript which is a kind of
journal running descriptions of the student's activities
and commer is by the faculty (Jerome, I9 i0).

Normally, however, learning together at Pensatem

takes the form of workshops, seminars, group projects and
informal discussions. Students have established a child-
ren's school and a literary magazine.

Johnston College, Universify of the Redlands

3oth Bensalem and Johnston College are very much
concealed with individual development; however, the
form in which this is fostered differs widely on each eain-

pus. Whereas Bensalem is non-structured, Johnston
College is highly structured.

Johnston was created to "roitide through continuous
experimentation, a testing of directions in which the total
University can move." Its first innovation is the interdisci-
plinary nature of its three areas of study: The interper-
sonal, intercultural, and international.

To help the students and faculty in self - development
and in the development of a more active community', a
I0-day mountain retreat is held each year t t the start of
the regular fall semester (Time, 10/3/69). At these lively
retreats attended by students, faculty, adminis,rators and
representatives of the Board of Overseers, two purposes
are served (Johnston College: 1969 Bulletin). First, the
entire community is involved in evaluating and relating to
the College's basic guidelines; and, second, an environ-
,nent in which a basis for personal understanding and
sense of community can be established is provided. Ilrc
retreat includes training laboratories in personal ,growth
for all members of the community.

To follow up the individualized introduction, all
requirements for graduations are fitted to the student.
A student's program consists of a "contract" that he
works out with an advisor in his freshman year. As
explained in "Contras:mill Relationship Between Student
and College," the contract states the student's educational
objectives and how he plans to go about realizing them.
When the student feels that he has met the terms if tine
contract, he can go to his faculty committee composed
of three members from each of the three areas of stud'
to show that he has met his education, ibjectives. Each
contract, before it is approved, must be planned to satisfy
II stipulations, including: learning a foreign language,
participating in a physical education program, gaining an
awareness of contemporary problems, mastery of several
important learning methodologies, assuming independence
in his studies, meeting state requirements, having a crux
cultural experience, satisfying professional objectivos,
integrating knowledge, and concentrating in an :tea of
study reflected in a written report of an extended work
project or internship.

In order to help the student attain these objectives,
students and faculty meet regularly in semmiirs, tutorials
and laboratories (Johnston College: 1969 Bulletin). Each
year, the students examine core questions in each of the
three dimensions of learning. Seminars define issues and
problems and provide the student with a working relation-
ship with a small group of students; laboratories provide
him with an opportunit:' to test the seminar theories
against the behavior of others in the small group; and
tutorials enable tato to thre' students to meet once a
week with their advisor. Iiiterdisciplinary work and inde-
perident study are encouraged: evaluation is continuous,
written, and personal and includes a description of a per-
son's strengths and weaknesses with regard to his objec-
tives and potential.
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